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Key Features
Omniyon Media On Demand System
Future Automation - Rolling Artwork Screen and Advance Mechanism
Addition HDMI Local Inputs
Central Apple TV 4K’s
4K Lilliput Rack Monitor
Crestron GUI Updated
Cisco Wired & Wireless Network
Cisco Phone System
Brief

The 110+ Superyacht was purchased by a new owner Q1 2019 with a desire to
put his personal touches to the AV system as well as increasing the Crew capacity
by adding extra bunks to the crew quarters.
The owner also wanted to have an enterprise network so that the network was
more than capable of handling all their onboard requirements and would
integrate with the wider WAN within their portfolio.
One of the requirements that was important to the AVIT officers, who are
ultimately responsible for the onboard systems, was to be able to give as much
support and troubleshooting capacity as possible without intruding further
within the already crowded rack space.
AV Solution
Jaymo Technologies replaced the existing video-on-demand system with our
preferred Omniyon solution. All but one of the players were located centrally and
the remaining unit was in the cinema BEC rack with an Apple TV 4K so that 4k
movie content could be provided in the cinema. The distribution system wasn’t
upgraded as still relatively new following shipyard build, but couldn’t handle the
resolution. In order to resolve this issue, this had to be done from the local
cinema BEC connecting directly to the SSP and then over a 4K HDBT transmitter
and receiver to the 4K Barco projector.
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Cont…
The client uses AppleTV 4K for streaming services and wanted to upgrade the
number of units onboard to replace the small amount of shared devices. The
total number of AppleTV was increased to provide a larger quantity as pooled
devices for the Owner and Guest areas. In addition to the Apple TV units,
additional Crestron DM blades were required to connect them to the central DM
matrix.

Within the Owner’s Office an existing 55” mirror TV was replaced with a
Samsung 4K TV behind a rolling artwork. This screen advanced from behind the
artwork so as to be flush with the wall when in-use and then retracted once the
video source was switched off, which in-turn was covered by the artwork.
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Cont…
Each guest cabin had a HDMI input added for games consoles. This consisted of
adding the HDMI input plate, HDBT transmitter along with utilising an existing
cable which ran to the local BEC rack, we then added the HDBT receiver in the
BEC’s and connected it to a new HDMI input on the BEC matrix. This then
stripped the audio feed by sending it through to the existing AVR when the new
source was added.
Within one of the central AV racks, we made some space available to mount a 4K
rack mountable display. We then connected it to a 4x1 video processors and all 4
inputs from the DM matrix via a new output blade. Their admin control iPad GUI
was updated so that the AVIT officer could select any central input or up to 4
inputs at once to monitor.

AV Partners
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Network Solution
The existing wired network consisted of a dual Cisco core which was was to be
upgraded and Cisco 2960 series switches that were positioned in the MEC and
BEC’s. These were upgraded to 9300 series in order to give more network
bandwidth for the wireless system. The uplinks from the core to each switch
were also upgraded to 10G links.
The existing wireless Ruckus system consisted of a couple of zone directors and
80 wireless access points was also upgraded to A Cisco solution providing the
latest wireless protocols (Wi-Fi 6). Two 9800 wireless LAN controllers replaced
the zone directors and the 80no WAPs were replaced with Cisco 9130 WAPs.
After carrying out a wireless survey this number of WAPs was increased from the
original 80no to 115no to provide the vessel with full 5Gz coverage.
The Panasonic telephone system was upgraded to a Cisco solution so that the
vessel could be an extension of the Owners existing network. This was acheived
by installing a dedicated CUCM server and using 8861 series IP wired handsets
and 8821 series IP wireless handheld phones with the required base stations and
accessories.
All the network equipment was covered by 5-year, 24/7 hardware support so any
hardware failures could be rectified ASAP, even though they had redundancy in
the system, so as to minimise the possibility of the system being vulnerable to
failure.
Result
Jaymo successfully completed this project in the most challenging of
circumstances during the Covid-19 period. As a result of the network switches
being configured off-site, and each BEC’s switch swapped one at a time, we were
able to keep most of the systems running while upgrading the network only
causing minor, scheduled, outages. Through teamwork with the onboard team
and our chosen supplier, Jaymo delivered this upgrade on-time, on-budget and
to very highest of standards.
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